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About This Game

Have you ever wanted to be in charge as either the President or the Underworld Boss of your country?
Why not both?

Corrupt - Political Simulator is the answer you’ve been waiting for!

Your wildest dreams will become reality in this political strategy and simulation game that shall introduce you into the
evershifting maze that is the world known to a corrupt oligarch. Yet in order to claw your way through this murky landscape

and eventually take over the country, you must literally rob the land of any real estate and bribe your steady ascension by
ensuring the loyalty of both members of parliament and ministers alike. Political influence can only get you so far, thus in order

to secure a spot in the government itself, you must cleverly manipulate banks as well. Someone has to launder all that illicit
money at the end of a lucrative day, right? Being a public servant is so exhausting!

Getting the press on your side, is going to pave a much smoother path towards grabbing power. How can the fourth estate help?
As easy as financing propaganda which will not only brainwash the mindless masses of voters, but also gather support from any

politicians that can’t stand constant attacks from the media. News outlets won’t come cheap, yet their success is almost
guaranteed.

Early on, commercial and residential assets will prove to be an excellent sources of bribe money. Other than helping you buy
influence, you can literally manipulate even the stock market as well. Still, few things are more lucrative than bankrupting firms

in your favor. Nothing will be safe from your corrupted grasp as shops, factories and tenant blocks are more disposable than
their Monopoly counterparts.
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Do keep in mind that every action has its consequences though. Too many frauds in a row shall drive the population to its
breaking point, thus landing you in prison with an incommutable sentence. In a world of seemingly infinite greed, even political

protection has its limits. Maintaining the appearance of a benevolent businessmen has obvious merits since no one suspects a
philanthropist for very long. Play your cards right and the city will be your proverbial oyster.

Game Features:
- Take control of legislative buildings, companies, banks and real estate enterprises.
- Employ ministers, deputies, citizens, police, pretty much anyone on your payroll.

- Create off-shore accounts.
- Brainwash the masses.

- Deal with protests and strikes to your own benefit.
- Gain notoriety and achievements

-Explore and corrupt an entire city through careful planning.
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Title: Corrupt - Political Simulator
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation, Sports, Strategy
Developer:
Atomic Fabrik, Cristian Manolachi
Publisher:
Atomic Fabrik, Cristian Manolachi
Release Date: 15 Sep, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 x64

Processor: Intel Celeron

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 512MB

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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Really bad game. Written in poor English, caused my eyes to cringe-twitch.. Graphics are as expected, but this is just a
micromanagement clicking game. Select a building collect funds, buy\/sell stock and repeat with the next building. Do this till
you have enough money to rapidly click other buildings to buy other stuff. Lacks any kind of unique interface, gameplay or
concepts. Not even a good time wasting game as there doesn't seem to be a point, no goals or objectives, just buy and get
elected, sell and stay out of jail. The video on the store page shows you everything you can expect from the game, there is
nothing beyond the video.
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